Introduction
Geovisualizers often need to represent data that consists of items related together. Such data sets can be abstracted to a mathematical structure, the graph. A graph contains nodes and edges where the nodes represent the items or concepts of interest, and the edges connect two nodes together according to some associational scheme. Examples of graph data include: network topologies; maps, where nodes represent towns and edges represent roads; and social diagrams where people are the nodes and edges represent some relationship between people, for instance, that they are friends. A good layout allows users to more easily investigate the data when performing tasks such as following paths, seeing clusters of closely related nodes and discovering general structures in data. Laying out graphs by hand is time consuming, however there are a number of proven graph drawing methods which can be used to automatically visualize the data.
Graph drawing concentrates on the automatic positioning of nodes and edges on screen or paper. Geographic visualization often includes edges that link regions, but often the spatial locations of regions that would be represented by nodes is already known. So why is graph drawing relevant to the visualization of geographic data?
• When regions are fixed, often the connections between them are not. Graph drawing includes techniques for distinguishing close edges, and routing them in the most comprehensible manner. For example visualizing train networks [ 3] .
• In some cases fixing the exact position of locations is not desirable (such as underground railway maps), or even possible (such as globe map projections), but some essence of the position is required. For example, the relative positions between regions to the left, right, and below might need to be retained. In these cases graph drawing can help by nicely laying out the nodes, whilst still maintaining the desired relationships between them.
• Some data, even if it is connected to geographic position, is not best analysed by retaining physical locations. Data mining of this information might be best done by providing a visualization based on the relationship between items, rather than one based on their location [ 25] . For example, economic data might be best seen by spatially grouping countries that have strong links, see Figure 1 . Mapping the internet also typically disregards location, both because of relevance, and because precise location information can be difficult to derive from web sites [ 4, 7] .
• The items of interest may not have an obvious physical location (such as data about corporations), hence an automatic graph layout is required to position the items based on how they are related.
• Familiar geovisualizations may be used effectively with alternate graph visualizations of the same data.
Such linked multiple views [ 32] would allow an examination of the spatially oriented representation along side the relational representation for greater breadth of understanding. An example of such multiple views is given in Figure 2 . Early graph drawing can be traced back t ethod of Tutte [ 42] . Early computer generated graph drawing included the work Sugiyama et al. [ 36] to address the need to sualize hierarchical o the barycenter drawing m vi structures. Later, Eades [ 8] adapted the Spring Embedder from microchip design methods and this became the first widely used technique for laying out general graphs. It is a testament to their effectiveness, and a comment on progress in the field that variations on these methods are still widely used. Further methods rapidly followed and overviews of common techniques can be found in [ 6, 19] . Methods to achieve a good drawing often depend on some knowledge of the graph semantics (that is, what the graph represents). If the graph has some known structure then there are often quick specialist algorithms for producing an effective drawing. Such structures include trees and acyclic graphs, which can represent classification hierarchies and organizational charts. Another specialist feature of graphs is planarity. Planar graphs are those which can be drawn without any edge crossings, and have a particular application to geographic data, as graphs that have edges representing region borders are planar. Other algorithms work on more general graphs including force directed methods, which can produce layout reasonably quickly. Slower methods involve quantitatively measuring the aesthetics in a graph and then moving the nodes so as to improve the resulting score. It is common for these methods to be combined in a hybrid manner, so that a fast method can produce the initial drawing, followed by a slower technique for fine-tuning.
For those wishing to visualize graph based data without coding algorithms there are several effective commercial and academic tools for accessing most of the graph drawing techniques mentioned in this t a ly pecialist graph structures, where a notion of a single direction li nized into a hierarchy, with the main concepts at the top, and The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Sections 2 to 5 give more detail on the graph drawing methods mentioned above; Sections 6 discusses dynamic graph drawing, which is the process of laying ou graph that changes over time. Section 7 address the issues involved in drawing graphs in three dimensions. Section 8 discusses the rendering of graph drawings. Section 9 concludes the paper and gives some idea of future research challenges, particularly those relating to geographic visualization.
Hierarchical Drawing Methods
Ear graph drawing methods [ 36] dealt with s app es. This might be because the data is orga other concepts below, or because there is actual flow, for example, abstract representation of rivers or data relating to population movement between regions. The main feature needed for this form of layout is that either the graph has no cycles, or that nodes participating in cycles are ordered. Figures 3 and 4 show illustrations of hierarchical layout. The nodes in a hierarchical graph can be placed in layers, with the first nodes (called roots) in the top layer, and later nodes further down. The leaves at the bottom are the lowest nodes of all, as they have no following items. Edges that cross layers are often assigned dummy nodes at each layer crossing in order to aid the drawing process. Once nodes are layered their relative positions in the layer can be assigned. Various approaches are taken, but most are designed to reduce the number of edge crossings and edge bend points.
Planar Layout Techniques
A planar graph is one that can be drawn with no edge crossing. Many graph theoretic algorithms rely on a graph being planar, and there are quick methods to lay out such a graph. Graphs where edges represent adjacency between regions are planar (because no border can cross another border), as are graphs that represent Delaunay triangulations, a precursor to several analytical techniques in cartography [ 45, 39] . A common method for drawing planar graphs is to give the nodes a canonical order, placing the first three nodes at vertices of a triangle and then adding lower ordered nodes in positions within the triangle, see Figure 5 . This method does not always produce a satisfactory layout, but it is improved if followed by a force directed method, such as the spring embedder. It is also possible to planarize graphs, a process of converting non-planar graphs to planar graphs by removing crossing edges or placing new nodes at edge crossings. Planar drawing algorithms can then be applied to the planarized graph, after which the changes to the graph can be undone, and the modifications integrated into the drawing.
Force Directed Layout Techniques
Force directed methods are widely applied techniques. Here, repeated applications of a force model result in the graph attaining a minimal energy state, where the graph is considered to be well drawn. These methods have the significant advantage of being applicable to general graphs, with no requirement that the graph has a specific structure or that it meets some topological constraints. For example the spring embedder can be used with either planar and non planar graphs.
A fast approach for general graphs is the barycenter approach [ 42], see Figure 6 . The nodes are drawn at the average distance of their neighbours (which is known as their barycenter). This method is repeated for a set number of iterations, or until nodes stop moving, having reached a minimal energy state. A subset of the nodes must be fixed, to indicate the outer borders of the drawing space, or the nodes will simply collapse to a single point. This method is effective for sparse, symmetrical graphs, where fixed nodes can easily be 
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Eades' spring embedder [ 8] is perhaps the be ing technique and is a popular method for
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The previous methods take implicit graph drawing. However, there are approaches that attempt to explicitly improve the aesthetics of a graph by allowing users to choose from a allow a multiple criteria optimizing technique to automatically centres are fixed.
st known graph draw visualizing geographic data such as network topologies and the internet [ 16, 24, 26] . A variant, which has an additional edge length heuristic is shown applied to a planar graph in Figure 7 . Nodes are treated as charged particles that repel all other nodes, and edges are treated as springs that attract connected nodes. In an iteration of the method, the forces are calculated for all the nodes in a graph and the nodes are then moved in the direction that the forces indicate. Iterations continue until a least energy state is achieved, or a set number of iterations are performed. The result is a graph where nodes have decent minimal separation and connected nodes are reasonably close together. Recent work [ 41, 43] has made the application of this method to large graphs possible, with graphs containing thousands of nodes being drawn in a few seconds. 
Optimizing Aesthetic Criteria
judgements about what is a good range of aesthetic criteria, weight them, and lay out the graph based on these preferences. The major disadvantage of these techniques is the time taken to reach a reasonable drawing. Typically the criteria have to be recalculated on each iteration of the optimizer, and many iterations are required. Multicriteria optimizers that have been used include the (slow) simulated annealing method [ 5] and the (even slower) genetic algorithm approach [ 15] .
The aesthetic criteria used must be quantifiable. Common criteria include: the number of edge crossings, statistics relating to even node distribution (such as the variation in distance of closest neighbours of each node); the area or aspect ratio of a rectangle containing the graph; the angular resolution of edges emanating from nodes (a small angle between edges means that they are difficult to distinguish); the number of edge Criteria based methods may zation of geographic data. In particular, even edge bends may be still be optim example, criteria might be developed for drawing public transport routes. Harry Becks famous tube map provides inspiration, as he straightened out train lines, evened out distances between station distance and altered the area of the map to fit within a poster. This is generally accepted as a much clearer way of bends; evenness of edge length; methods for measuring the symmetry in the graph; and encouraging directed edges in a particular direction. See [ 6, 19] for fuller discussions of aesthetic criteria. A feature of such criteria is that empirical studies can be performed to discover user preference. This work is ongoing, but some results indicate that reducing edge crossings is a major factor in making graph layout comprehensible [ 30] .
edge crossings, even edge length distribution and poor angula be effective in aiding the visuali when the nodes are fixed to definite locations, criteria such as edge angular resolution [ 2] and the number of ized, producing a better visualization. Optimizing on aesthetic criteria is particularly effective where specialist requirements are present. For enabling the public to plan their routes. Generalizing these features might allow the development of a multicriteria optimizer for public transport schematics. Schematic generators have already been developed for other application areas, as shown in Figures 10 and 11 . 
Dynamic graph drawing
Graphs often change over time. This may be due to a user editing a diagram, or more commonly in information visualization, there is some alteration in the underlying data structure. For example, a real time map of the internet will be constantly be changing as WWW pages are added, modified and removed. The challenge here is to retain the users' mental map [ 9] of the graph.
A carefully and with minimal disruption to this mental map. Some iterative techniques, such as the spring re 11b (right) assumes that the spring embedder ph drawing methods can be applied in mental map is the current view the user has of the graph. For complex graphs, a user has to invest considerable time and effort into understanding the current layout, so that any changes should be integrated embedder can do this naturally to some extent, but this relies on the particular technique being first used to draw the graph. There is a need for research that analyses and defines the user's current mental map, before deciding on the best method for making layout alterations, perhaps drawing on related work in cognitive aspects of cartography [ 21, 29, 31] . Figure 11 shows two possible rearrangements of a graph after the node 'X' has been added to the graph. Figure 11a (left) assumes that a hierarchical algorithm has been used to draw the original graph, and that node 'X' is a child of node 'a'. It attempts to find space on the same level as the other children of 'a', without disturbing any other nodes. Figu has been used to draw the original graph and so has produced a layout after moving the node 'a' to make space for the additional node. Although the drawing is nicer, the movement of the nodes may have disturbed the user's mental map. 
Drawing Graphs in 3D
Whilst it is necessary in a document of this sort to display images in two dimensions, there are many methods that draw graphs in three dimensions. These are typically variants of the two dimensional techniques described in previous sections [ 27, 46] . For example, force directed approaches require very few modifications to deal with the extra dimension. However, not all gra three dimensions, in particular, planar drawing methods by their nature are very dependent on being drawn on the plane. Others need considerable adjustment, including those that draw by measuring aesthetic criteria, as some criteria are not appropriate to three dimensions, such as measuring the number of edge crossings. In addition, new criteria may need to be developed, in particular in relation to viewpoints. Viewpoints [ 10] are a significant difference between three and two dimensional graph drawing. A viewpoint is a two dimensional projection of the three dimensional graph. This is of obvious importance, as with current display technology, a three dimensional layout must be visualized in two dimensions, and the choice of which viewpoint affords the best comprehensibility is a major issue.
When presented statically, graphs drawn with three dimensional techniques have very little advantage, and many disadvantages over drawing created with methods designed for two dimensions. However, three dimensional layouts become more useful when the user can interactively explore the graph [ 44] . Typically, as users rotates, pans and zooms around a graph, they gather a three dimensional model of the graph, allowing the structure to become clear. This sort of interactive system can allow complex graphs to be analysed effectively, whilst using a relatively small amount of screen real estate.
rams have exactly the same layout, es and edges appear in the final realization. Standard visualization techniques such as colouring nodes and edges, and the use of transparency to deal with occlusion are widely used, and there is some work on distinguishing edge and node occlusion by the use of filleting [ 22] , see Figure 13 . However, much more research is needed in this area, particularly regarding application specific rendering, and geographic visualization would be a prime candidate for study. 
Graph Rendering
Frequently in graph drawing research, graphs are treated as simple relational structures, circles connected by lines, with the only challenge relating to the layout of the nodes and routing of the edges. However, the comprehensibility of a graph not only relies on the layout, but also how the nod Figure 13 . A graph rendered with fillets. From [ 22] . Fillets are curved joins between edges and nodes, and so help distinguish between edges that connect to nodes, and edges that don't connect to nodes, but where the nodes lie on top of the edges.
Conclusions
This chapter has briefly overviewed the current state of the art in graph drawing and discussed some applications in visualizing geographic data. A great deal of geographic data, both spatial and non spatial, has a relational element and is likely to benefit from graph drawing methods. There are interesting potential research areas in the application of graph drawing to geographic visualization, such as the development and use of new aesthetic criteria for geographic visualization, the empirical analysis of graph drawing in geovisualization, and the improvement of graph rendering for geographic data.
